
8/30/77 

_] AIRTEL - ATRMATL. 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI . 
ATTN: RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION, 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - PRIVACY ACTS BRANCH 

FROM: SAC, BIRMINGHAM (62-2646) (RUC) 

HAROLD WEISBERG 
Vv. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
(U.S.D.C., D.C.) 

: 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 75-1996 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 
(FOIA) MATTER © 
BUDED: AUGUST 31, 1977 

Re Bureau teletype to Atlanta dated 8/10/77. 

Enclosed under separate cover for the Bureau is’ one copy each of all serials, including 1-A's anda Bulky Exhibits from the Birmingham Division MURKIN file (BH 44-1740) conforming to the requirements set forth in referenced communication. Also enclosed is the required affidavit completed by SA BENNIE F, BREWER, a self-explanatory PD 302 dated 4/12/68, and a memorandum from SA PETER JOEN BODKIN dated 1/7/69. 

As indicated in the attached affidavit, the following items were not copied due to the nature of the items and the impracticality of doing so: 

l(a)- Exhibit 1-A-69, which is a magazine, approxi- Mately 8% x 10-3/4 inches, entitled "Redfield '68, 
,|Scopes*Mounts*Sights", consisting of 31 printed pages J concerning various rifles, Scopes, and other information of interest to sportsmen. - 
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(b). A magazine, approximately 8& x ll inches -/-7" 

unition*®, consisting of 47 printed pages concerning rifles, shotguns, ammunition, and other information of interest to sportsmen. 

; 2. Exhibit 1~A-121, which is a Magazine with a red and yellow cover, approximately 8 x 10& inches entitled “Bay of Pigs", authored by Albert C. Persons, consisting of 97 printed pages concerning the subject matter Gepicted by the title. 

‘The above described magazines have been reviewed at Birmingham and found to be without notations of any kind. The enclosed FD 302 and memorandum have been included as an explanation of how and why these magazines were obtained. 

It should be noted that the xXeroxed copies of Abe our Mayfield. at II not aslegible as might be desired. This is due to the fact that these were made from carbon copies, themselves not highly legible. Tabs have been attached to those pages containing the name "GAULT*, 

The enclosed copies of serials are Separated according to the respective volumes from which they came. Although there are a total of 20 volumes, other than I-A's and a_sub>file, copies are not enclosed from Volumes Seven and Fifteen because Seven contains only two serials, both reports, and Volume Fifteen contained only one serial, also a report. ° 

UACB, this matter is considered RUC. 

  

  

  

   


